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Date: August 24, 2017 

Time: 8:30 am – 12:00 pm 

Location: Lake Estes Conference Room 

Contact: Eric Tracy, Larimer County Engineering Department 

 
Board Members Present: 
Greg Koch 
Chris Carlson 
Mike Oberlander 
Chris Thornton 
 
Staff Present: 
Eric Tracy 
 
Applicant Present: 
David Bangs, Van Horn Engineering 
Michael Geist, Applicant 
 
Mr. Koch opened the meeting at 8:35 am 
 
Introductions 
 
GEIST GARAGE 50 STONE CLIFF CIRCLE - VARIANCE 
 
Mr. Tracy gave a brief summary of the application. This is a variance to allow a structure within the 
regulatory Floodway Overlay Zone and to allow it's lowest floor to be below the base flood elevation. 
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Mr. Geist described his request and described what it looked like during the 2013 flood. He removed 
about 5 truckloads of sediment from the front of his property. He showed the board multiple photos of 
the flood.  
 
Mr. Koch asked if there are any supports going to the ground. Mr. Bangs said it will be cantilevered. Mr. 
Koch asked if the connection to the main structure would make it a single structure. Mr. Tracy said they 
would probably still consider it two structures. Even if it were one structure, the 50% improvement rule 
would likely not be triggered since the new garage would likely not exceed 50% of the value of the 
house. 
 
Mr. Hunt asked if the BFE's on the map were on the effective model and map. Mr. Bang's confirmed 
that he used the new flowrates and model from the state. 
 
Mr. Tracy confirmed that structures are not allowed in the floodway and the applicant is requesting a 
variance to allow the structure. The lower level of the garage would need to be vented and built out of 
materials that are flood resistant. Utilities need to be elevated to the flood protection elevation. 
 
Mr. Koch said the expansion angle is more than he would normally use. He would normally use a 2:1 or 
at most 4:1.  
 
Mr. Hunt asked if the building was in the model. Mr. Bangs said he didn't model the structure in the 
model, but used the aspect of the "shadow" to verify no-rise. 
 
Mr. Koch discussed the structural calculations and asked for clarification. Mr. Bangs said they use 50lb 
per cubic foot. He said the size of debris that could reach the structure would be pretty small. 
 
Mr. Koch noted there isn't a final structural design. Mr. Bangs said the final structural  
 
Mr. Hunt said he would normally agree with Mr. Koch about the expansion model. It would be rare for 
someone to use the 4:1. Mr. Hunt referenced the table in the HEC-RAS table. In this case because of the 
high ground pinches in downstream the garage face probably is outside the effective flow.  
 
Mr. Carlson agreed that the downstream topography is probably what would show no-rise. Mr. Carlson 
discussed the elevation in relation to the BFE. Mr. Tracy said the elevation below BFE is allowed by 
FEMA with approved wet floodproofing. 
 
Mr. Oberlander asked if Mr. Bangs had tried at all to model the structure. Mr. Bangs said no. 
 
Mr. Hunt asked how the photos from 2013 would correlate with the new flowrates. The board 
concluded that the 2013 flowrates were likely similar to the flowrate modeled. 
 
Dr. Thornton noted the evidence of sediment would likely indicate where the ineffective flow areas. 
 
Mr. Carlson asked where the velocity was taken. Mr. Bangs referenced the velocity distribution exhibit. 
 
Mr. Hunt asked if granting a variance would  
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Mr. Koch moved to approve the Geist Variance to allow a garage structure in the floodway zone with 
the condition that the final structural designs be reviewed and approved by County staff. He noted the 
new structure is partially within the shadow of the structure and due to the local topography, the 
board agrees that the new structure would likely show no-rise. Also with appropriate wet floodproofing 
and due to the use of the structure, the board supports the lowest elevation to be below the flood 
elevation.  
 
Mr. Hunt seconded the motion. 
 
There was some discussion about approval process. 
 
Motion passed 5-0. 
 
Mr. Oberlander moved to approve the minutes from the last meeting. Mr. Hunt seconded the motion. 
Motion passed 3-0 with two abstentions since they were not present at the meeting. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 9:14am. 
 


